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KEY FEATURES

A rippling brook meanders alongside the moss-covered stone wall, under the arched 
stone bridges and through the tranquil garden of this adorable stone cottage in the 
picturesque village of Combs in the High Peak.  Located close to the Combs Reservoir, 
with its’ rich bird life and many wandering footpaths, this historic village is conveniently 
located on route between Chapel-en-le-Frith and Whaley Bridge, offering a gateway 
to the Peak District and all the attractions this national treasure has to offer.  Although 
easily accessible via the A6, the village is neatly tucked between rolling hills offering 
beautiful farmland views and a peaceful county lifestyle.  

Millway is a three bedroomed detached home with just under half a acre of land. The 
home is built of Derbyshire stone and believed to date back to the 16th century.  The 
depth of the window ledges illustrates the solidness of the original construction and the 
beautiful, exposed beams throughout the home represent the charm and character of 
the era.  Incorporating many traditional features such as an ancient lead pane window 
thought to date back to the 1500’s and an antique stove in a stone hearth, the home 
perfectly balances the old and the new, providing a family home ideally suited to 
modern living! 

The large, bright kitchen has been fitted with new cabinetry, beautiful faux wooden 
tops and feature down-lighting, offering a modern and functional room with enough 
space for a breakfast table. The spacious room comfortably incorporates an original 
Aga which warms the room during the winter months.  A large double sink sits in front 
of a picture window looking out on the terraced garden which allows the morning sun 
to stream into the room.  

A large utility room adjacent to the kitchen, provides ample space for appliances and 
storage and has a back door to the terrace. Also leading from the kitchen is a spacious 
dining room with a fireplace set in a stone feature wall and framed by characteristic 
wooden beams.  A sunroom off the dining room is an ideal breakfast or reading 
room with double glass doors opening out onto the terrace.  A separate study offers 
a work from home option, but both these rooms could be repurposed to suit any 
requirement.

The living room features an exposed stone wall and brick fireplace incorporating a 
practical log burner and flagstone flooring. The room is dual aspect with windows 
allowing the sun in throughout the day and double cottage paned French doors open 
onto the terrace.  

The generous hallway is an ideal second sitting room featuring a striking cast iron stove.  
It provides access to the guest w/c, under-stair storage cupboard and broad staircase 
leading to the first floor.



SELLER INSIGHT 
Millway is a superb detached family home with a history stretching back 
to the sixteenth century. The present owners explain that they had walked 

past the house and admired the attractive Derbyshire stone building.  The idea of 
living in a home that combined a rich history with modern day comforts appealed to 
them, so they were delighted when it came onto the market. They have loved their 
forty four years in the house and beautiful Combs village.

Milway has a charming character, with its beams, fireplaces in each room, a very old 
glass window - believed to date from the fifteen hundreds - and a pretty brook that 
runs through the garden. The main change the owners made was to create a large 
master bedroom suite, by turning two smaller bedrooms into a dressing room and 
en-suite. It is a home that offers great comfort and a most pleasing lifestyle.

 Every room is appreciated. The kitchen is warmed by the Aga and is the sociable 
hub of the house, whilst the sitting room is a great all year room. A cosy winter 
retreat with a blazing fire, and where you can invite the summer garden into the 
house.

The generous hallway is perfect for a Christmas tree and has been used as a dining 
room, whilst the bread oven by the fireplace and the exposed stone add huge 
interest to the room. Like the rest of the house and garden, it has offered great 
hospitality. 

The gardens are a joyous mix of lawn and flowerbeds, where you can find delightful 
places to sit and savour the tranquil surroundings. The brook runs the length of the 
garden and by crossing the stone bridge you can watch the trout gliding through 
the water, and the visiting wildlife. The patio is perfect for al fresco entertaining and 
has the curiosity of a stone table made from a millstone. Views of the trees and hills 
beyond complete this lovely rural retreat.

Combs has a good community life, with an infant school, pub and farm shop. Chapel 
le Frith is only a six minute drive away where you will find the railway station with 
an regular hourly service between Buxton and Manchester. Nearby Combs Reservoir 
offers sailing and there is a good local golf course. The owners will miss the glorious 
Peak District and the many fantastic walks from the house, the friendliness of 
the villagers and most of all Millway that has been such a lovely home. They are 
relocating to be near family but take a way many wonderful memories.*

* These comments are the personal views of the current owner and are included as an insight into life at the 
property. They have not been independently verified, should not be relied on without verification and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the agent.













Upstairs are three generous bedrooms and an exceptionally large family bathroom.  The main 
bedroom includes an en-suite bathroom and a charming dressing room with walk in wardrobe.  
All bedrooms have feature beams and large windows offering views of the beautiful gardens and 
surrounding hills.  The main bedroom also has a granite framed fireplace.













Outside, the terrace is ideal for al fresco dining and incorporates a millstone table as a feature.  
There is a large log store and a double garage.  With the very popular Beehive Inn a short walk 
away, this home is ideally located in the village and ticks all the boxes! 
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FINE & COUNTRY
Fine & Country is a global network of estate 
agencies specialising in the marketing, sale and 
rental of luxury residential property.  With offices 
in the UK, Australia, Egypt, France, Hungary, Italy, 
Malta, Namibia, Portugal, Russia, South Africa, 
Spain, The Channel Islands, UAE, USA and West 
Africa we combine the widespread exposure of the 
international marketplace with the local expertise 
and knowledge of carefully selected independent 
property professionals. 

Fine & Country appreciates the most exclusive 
properties require a more compelling, sophisticated 
and intelligent presentation - leading to a common, 
yet uniquely exercised and successful strategy 
emphasising the lifestyle qualities of the property.  

This unique approach to luxury homes marketing 
delivers high quality, intelligent and creative 
concepts for property promotion combined with 
the latest technology and marketing techniques.

We understand moving home is one of the 
most important decisions you make; your home 
is both a financial and emotional investment. 
With Fine & Country you benefit from the local 
knowledge, experience, expertise and contacts of  
a well trained, educated and courteous team of 
professionals, working to make the sale or purchase 
of your property as stress free as possible.

The production of these particulars has generated a £10 donation 
to the Fine & Country Foundation, charity no. 1160989, striving 
to relieve homelessness. 

Visit fineandcountry.com/uk/foundation
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